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1 Introduction and Scenario 

Composite, digital business processes and the increasing application of Service- 
oriented Architectttlres (SOA) make it possible that parts of these business processes 
are outsourced to third party organizations, which can be distributed all over the 
world. Examples are trading processes in investment banking, where market data 
or credit ratings are bought from external providers, or customer creation 
processes where data has to be checked against external watch-iists or ratings. How 
such a process can be mapped, e.g., on both internal and external services is shown 
in Figure 1. 

Business processes are technicaiiy represented by workJows (Leymann and 
Roller 2000, p. 7), which - following the SOA paradigrn - can be composed of 
services. These services deiiver a defined business functionality and are clearly 
capsulated and loosely coupled entities (Papazoglou and van den Heuvel 2007, 
P. 389). 

The cross-organizational collaboration aiiows to increase quality or to perform 
the processes at lower costs. The integration of third party services into Service- 
based Software Systems is a value potential because it Supports the services' con- 
sumers to create new functionality. The SOA paradigm and the underlying tech- 
nology ease the integration and make it cheaper. (Becker et al. 2009, pp. 623-624) 

The Internet ofServices (los) is a business model which uses the Internet as a 
medium for the retrieval, combination, and uulization of interoperable services 
(Cardoso et al. 2008, pp. 15-16; Schroth 2007, pp. 635-642). Multiple providers 
may offer and sell their services, thereby leading to market places where consumers 
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can find third party services. The IoS provides the base for complex business net- 
works by supporting the composition and aggregation of existing services to value- 
added services. An important aspect of these market places for Cross- 
organizationai coiiaboration is that they Support flexible and dynarnic intermedia- 
tion between service providers and consumers through agreements on non- 
functional requirements iike cost criteria and Quahty of Service (QoS) parameters, 
such as performance (Braun et al. 2008, p. 227). 

Assessment Decision processing 
a 

L- \- 
Assess Customer 1 I Post~rocessin~~ I 

Figure 1: Example customer creation process and mapping on seMces 

The concrete application scenario for our research is the domain of service-based 
coiiaboration between distributed service providers and consumers using market 
places as shown in Figure 2. In order to enable this kind of coliaboration, the secu- 
rity of the participating Systems, exchanged messages, and used communication 
channels has to be ensured. Achieving and guaranteeing basic I T  security goals 
such as confidentiality, authentication, authorization, non-repudiation, integrity, 
and avaiiablhty (Eckert 2007, pp. 6-13; Schneier 2004, pp. 59-81) is an absolute 
must in this context and stili an active topic both in research and industry. 
Although security introduces additional costs and has an impact on the QoS, 
unsecured business transactions are not an option in most business scenarios. 
Existing research on outsourced services in the context of the IoS focuses on 
technical aspects iike reference architectures and the dynarnic service selection 
process based on QoS parameters. Security issues and attacks related to the IoS 
have not been researched so far. Regarding an effective risk management for the 
IoS, the assessment of threats and potential attacks is an important starting point 
for further steps such as quantifying and managing risks. 

T h s  paper focuses on attacks on cross-organizational SOAs in an Internet of 
Services scenario. In order to structure both technological and business-oriented 
attacks, an attack taxonomy is presented. The main contribution is the discussion 
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of 10s-specific attacks which complements the current Web service-centric view in 
this research area. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as foilows: Section 2 gives an over- 
view of related work in the area of SOA attacks. Section 3 presents a taxonomy for 
attacks on the Internet of SeMces and discusses selected attack examples. Section 
4 concludes the paper with a brief Summary and an outlook on future work. 

Figure 2: Generic setup for the Internet of SeMces 

2 Related Work 

Attacks on IoS scenarios have received no attention so far. However, as we con- 
sider the SOA paradigm to be an important requirement for cross-organizational 
coilaboration in an IoS scenario, we now give a brief overview of key research 
dealing with attacks on SOAs. 

Standard literature on SOA and SOA security such as Josuttis (2007, pp. 185- 
188), Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik (2008, pp. 21-23), Haf- 
ner and Breu (2008, pp. 38-40), Jensen et al. (2007, pp. 35-44), Jensen and 
Schwenk (2009, pp. 1-10), and Icanneganti and Chodavarapu (2008, pp. 433-440), 
have a strong focus on Web services and related technology attacks. The most 
common SOA attacks discussed by the above researchers include the following: 

XML-specific attacks which are mainly targeting Parser appiications, i.e., XiML 
bombs, X-Path injections, schema poisoning, 
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WSDL-scanning in order to analyze services for vulnerabilities in methods and 
Parameters, 
Message replay attacks (due to stateless Web services), 
SOAP attachments, e.g., fiies containing viruses. 

Other technological attacks (but not as common as the above) are, for example, 
BPEL state deviations, workflow engine hjackings, provider instantiation flood- 
ings (hect ly or inlrectly via intermediates), or oversized cryptography (aiming at 
the resources of cryptographic applications). 

The Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik (2008, pp. 21-23) 
and Hafner and Breu (2008, pp. 38-40) also give a brief outhne of other, more 
SOA-specific attacks such as compromised services, unauthorized service usage, 
and the exploitation of organizational weaknesses. However, they lack more de- 
tailed discussions of related attack scenarios and their impiications. 

In addition to the technologicai focus, current discussions of SOA attacks of- 
€er little help for structuring attacks, thus, impeding the development and deploy- 
ment of effective countermeasures covering as many attack scenarios as possible. 

After this overview, the next section discusses means to classify attacks on 
SOAs and introduces new attack scenarios from a more business- and service- 
oriented point of view. 

3 Attacks on the Internet of Services 

As shown in the previous section, attacks on globally distributed value chains are at 
the moment mainly seen from a technical point of view, i.e., with a focus on Web 
services technology. Building on the attacks found in standard iiterature, our first 
step is to structure SOA attacks by providing a suitable taxonomy, which is able to 
capture already known attacks, the ones presented in this Paper, and several addi- 
tionai ones not yet discovered or thought of. 

Our proposed taxonomy which is based on the abstraction layers an attack tar- 
gets is shown in Figure 3. The layers consist of the foilowing (and must not be 
confused with the ISO/OSI model layers): 
1. Low-Level Pmtocols: This layer comprises attacks on the network technology, 

e.g., on the Internet Protocol (IP) or the Transmission Control Protocol 
PCP) .  Tj'pical examples for tius layer are scanning, sniffing, or  spoofing. 

2. High-Level Pmtocols: Here, protocols used for the message exchange in service- 
based scenarios are targeted, e.g., Java Message Service UMS) or  Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol (HTTT). The examples from the low-level protocols apply 
here as weil. 

3. Payload The exchanged messages contain data which is processed by particular 
appiications. In order to disturb these applications or to gain unauthorized ac- 
cess, malformed input data can be used. Examples are SQL injections execut- 
ing mahcious code via manipulated SQL Statements or XML bombs crashing 
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Parser applications by consisting of infinitely recursive structures. (A common 
technology such as SOAP is a special case, because it can be target of both 
protocol-specific and payload-specific attacks. SOAP uses XML for data rep- 
resentation and can use various protocols for the message transfer, e.g., JMS or 
H?TP/TCP.) 

4. .Cervice-hed Workflows: This layer comprises attacks targeting characteristics of 
the SOA paradigrn, e.g., loose coupling or composability. Such attacks can 
consist of different lower-level attack components. Examples for these attacks 
are given in the next sections. 

5. .bstem Landscape: Here, all the lower-level attacks are aggregated in order to 
identify attacks which occur distributed across the I T  architecture of an enter- 
prise. To  achieve this, it is important to correlate different events on a large 
scale, to detect potential diversions, and even to anticipate certain attacks from 
the gathered information. 

6. ~ u s s e s s  Processes: The top-most abstraction level deals with the business proc- 
esses themselves, where an attacker's goal could be to trigger a deviation from 
the pre-defined target process. For example, social engineering techniques can 
be used in order to gain access to restricted areas or to bypass the four-eyes- 
principle. Other, additional layers above the process-level such as organiza- 
tional structures are possible as well, but are ornitted from our taxonomy for 
now. 
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Figure 3: Attack abstraction layers and taxonomy 

Layers 1-3 capture technological attacks whch are executed via flaws and 
vulnerabilities in algorithms, protocols, or applications. Layers 5 and 6 capture the 
general business view and the threats it faces across the enterprise. 

Layer 4, which is right between the technological and the business view, deals 
with attacks using the characteristics of the SOA paradigm and the 10s. So far, 
attacks on service-based workflows can be divided in three basic classes: 

Service J'election Attacks exploit characteristics of the loose coupling benveen a 
service consumer and its service providers, i.e., when an intermediary is used 
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to choose the best avdable service according to a QoS optimization model 
(cf. Section 3.1). 
Consmer-Provider Commt/nicahon Anabsis makes use of the general IoS scenario, 
where service consumers contact market places in order to get access to spe- 
cific services which fulfii their business requirements. Even if detailed contents 
are unknown, these requests and the subsequent communication can be used 
by attackers to gather important information (cf. Section 3.2). 
Loose and Maliciot/s Compositions focus on the aspect that workflows are com- 
posed from different loosely coupled services, whch  can be composed of 
other services themselves. Attackers can exploit this by subrnitting invalid ser- 
vice offerings or pointers to services whch offer false functionality. Also ei- 
ther the registry or the messages themselves could be manipulated to re-route 
service communication to unauthorized third parties (cf. Section 3.3). 

The next sections discuss selected examples for each of these classes. 

3.1 Service Selection Attack: Quality o f  Protection Differences Exploit 

One of the major advantages the SOA paradigm and the IoS offer is the flexibility 
to choose dynamically between different service providers, i.e., based on optimiza- 
tion models regarding QoS aspects and costs (Eckert et al. 2008, pp. 591-597). An 
attack scenario which targets the dynamic, loosely coupled service selection proc- 
ess is depicted in Figure 4. 

Here, we assume an organization is already consuming a service from a pro- 
vider who offers a high level of service protection ("1. Data exchange"). An at- 
tacker, who knows about this exchange, targets the current provider and other 
potential providers with siniilar security levels, i.e., via a Denial of Service attack 
("2. Attacker disrupts service"). The service consumer's selection mechanism now 
detects the outage of the provider and contacts different market places in order to 
find a replacement for the disrupted service ("3. Find replacement"). As the at- 
tacker anticipated, one of the remaining services which is offering only low security 
is selected for further collaboration by the consumer ("4. Data exchange"). Ex- 
ploiting this low or even non-existent security, the attacker starts the next step of 
the attack, e.g., targeting the badly protected communication between consumer 
and provider ("5. Attacker targets communication"). 

While in t h s  scenario the different levels of service protection - also cailed 
"Quality of Protection" (Gollmann et al. 2006, p. vii) - were exploited, i.e., in order 
to eventually target the communication between consumer and provider, several 
variations of the attack are possible as weil. For example, a service provider with 
bad QoS metrics could launch attacks against competitors in order to degrade their 
metrics and to improve h s  own ranking (as seen by the service selection tools). 

An important implication of t h s  attack scenario is to include the Quality of 
Protection as an important factor in service selection models and not only focus 
on classic metrics such as response time and costs. However, this requires quanti- 
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fying service security, i.e., finding suitable and meaningful protection rnetrics and 
defining standards for their representation. 

B r i n g  rwther semice 
supply and demand 

3. Find replacement V'-- 
Figure 4: Schematic Quality of Protection differences attack 

3.2 Consumer-Provider Communication Analysis 

The IoS scenario is based on the dynamic and frequent comrnunication between 
consumers, providers, and market places. However, even if basic security mecha- 
nisms such as message encryption are used, system-inherent threats remain, which 
are discussed in the foilowing. An attack scenario which makes unauthorized use 
of  the communication between aii participants is depicted in Figure 5. 

For this attack, we assume an organization contacts several different market 
places in order to find suitable services for its business processes ("1.a Find ser- 
vice"). Sirnilar to other markets, we can expect market places and even service 
providers to speciahze in particular business areas, e.g., financial services, where 
also sub-specializations such as capital markets or others can occur. Thus, even if 
the contents of the communication between the consumer and the market place 
are not known, e.g., due to encryption, an attacker tracking these requests can 
gather valuable information about the consumer's business ("1.b Gathers business 
information [...I"), also known as tra$zc analysis (Raymond 2001, pp. 10-1 1) in 
Computer security or military contexts. Important key data in this context can be 
which market place is contacted, when, how often, how much data is exchanged, 
etc. Sirnilarlj~, the communication between a consumer and a particular provider 
can be analyzed ("23 Data exchange" and "2.b Gathers business information 
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[. . .I"). A variation of the attack would be to analyze the customers of market 
places or  service providers, e.g., in order to target their customer base. 

Therefore, surveying the communication between the participants in the IoS, 
attackers can create detailed proWes of consumers, providers, and also of market 
places, depending on the means used maybe not even iilegally. These reveal impor- 
tant details, e.g., consumers explonng new business opportunities, the anticipation 
of mergers and acquisitions, or providers changing their business models. 

An important impiication of these attacks is the need for a secure communica- 
tion infrastructure, i.e., one that includes mechanisms for communication obfusca- 
tion by generating false or anonymous traffic. 

Brings togcrhcr 5 

supply and den 

1.b Cathers business infomation Gom 
requests and iisages (when, how ofien, 

concrete contents unknown) 

2.a b t a  cschar 

iusiness infomation fmn, c >IIL,\ \j""l" \'"''L 

2 a Data exchans requests an* usagen (when, how orten, 
I I\\ cnncrete contents unknown) 

2.b Gathers I 

Figure 5: Schematic consumer-provider communication analysis attacks 

3.3 Loose and Malicious Service Compositions: Service Encapsulation 

The dynamic and loosely coupled composition of services is an important advan- 
tage of service-based workflows. However, including globally distributed services 
from many different providers in a flexible manner introduces the risk of using 
maiicious services for workflow compositions. An attack scenario where a pas- 
sively maiicious service provider has become Part of a service composition is de- 
picted in Fi,gure 6. 

For this scenario, we assume an organization consumes a specific service from 
another organization, e.g., paying USD 0.50 per service call ("1. Submit service 
info", "2. Find service", and "3. Data exchange"). Now, an attacker buys the same 
service and offers it, e.g., as a mashup for USD 0.40 on one of the market places 
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("4. Buy service" and "5. Submit service info7'). Depending on the service condi- 
tions of the service provider and the market places, this might not be illegal but 
even a desired effect. However, after a while service consumers Start to notice the 
significant cost advantage and may switch to the attacker as their service provider 
("6. Data exchange''). 

In order close the USD 0.10 gap per service caü, the attacker uses the informa- 
tion and data received from service consumers, i.e., bdd ing  User profdes of or- 
ganizations, extracting sensible information, and seiling both to third parties. 

Different variations of t h s  attack are possible, e.g., it can also occur with the 
main goal of consumer-provider analysis (cf. Section 3.2) with the differente that 
in this scenario even more details can be gathered due to the direct participation of 
the attacker in the workfiow. 

~. ,. 
supply and demantl 

1 
I .  Submir service infa 

rut 5cn ice tnfo 

6 Dnra exchnnf 4. Buy seMce 

I<L<,,, r L \  \,>LL,I C < L \  

2. l ind senke 
. .. ONcrs cxibting ~en,icc 

clieaper, c.g., ro garhcr 
infonnation 

Figure 6: Schematic Service encapsulation attack 

The most important impiication of the attack scenario is that it will be hard to 
detect as dynamic compositions and mashups are desired effects of service-based 
workflows in the 10s. As the attack is mostly passive, the attack is likely to be 
noticed if it is too late, i.e., if the leaked information becomes public. Detection 
wiil be even harder if the attacker is "hidden" in a complex chain or even network 
of workflows which are distributed over many organizational domains and Count- 
ries. These cases wdl raise difficult legal and regulatory questions, i.e., regarding 
claims and iiability. 
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4 Conclusions and Future Work 

In  t h s  paper, selected security aspects of cross-organizational service-based work- 
flow were presented, i.e., attacks on an Internet of Services scenario. As the current 
state-of-the-art regarding SOA artacks is focused on technological issues such as 
Web services, it was necessary to broaden the view towards more business- 
oriented and service-specific threats in t h s  context. In a first step, an attack taxon- 
omy was developed, which is able to capture the already known attacks, the ones 
presented in this paper, and also additional ones on higher levels of abstraction. 
Building on this taxonomy, attacks exploiting service-specific characteristics such 
as loose coupling and composability were presented. It was shown that these at- 
tacks have a fundamental impact on the general security of cross-organizational 
service-based workflows as they directly target system-imminent concepts. Thus, it 
is mandatory to address these challenges in order to make the Internet of Services 
a safe and attractive "place" to do  business. 

Our next steps wiü be to extend the attack portfoiio and to formalize the at- 
tack knowledge using a generic attack metamodel (Miede et al. 2009, pp. 23-34). 
Furthermore, dedicated countermeasures against these types of attacks will be 
developed and evaluated, i.e., decentralized service provider reputation for securing 
service compositions, mechanisms for sender-recipient-anonymity to avoid the 
exposure of information about business activities in the case of traffic analysis, and 
service consumer p r o f i i g  for detecting malicious service consumer behaviour. 

Another interesting topic for further research is the Support of IT risk man- 
agement in the context of cross-organizationai services in order to evaluate and 
eiiminate vulnerabilities arising from outsourced services. 
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